## SAP ERP FOR Food & Beverage

Implement and Manage your Industry with integrated Quality Software System.

### Crucial Areas
- No real time information.
- Manual generation of reports for every food production.
- Unavailability of integrated system.

### Proposed Solution
- SAP ERP Software Solution.

### Key Challenges
- Manual job work on collecting information.
- Conversion of complete manual system to automated system.

### Benefits
- Improved Efficiency and visibility.
- Reduced Risk.
- Guides to manage Manufacturing business data.
- Quality control during batch wise food product productivity.

### Implementation Advantages
- Real time report for sold/unsold.
- Designing Item coding for different stages of manufacturing.

### Why to Choose SAP ERP?
- Plan, control and prepare food products according to customer desire.
- Integrated system takes care of purchase and sales orders of food products.
- Assets are monitored in such a way that no
- Management of ingredients becomes simple.
- Manual work load on processing item details gets eliminated.

... loss of machineries occurs.
- Ready to use reporting tools helps to acknowledge about current updates with ease.